JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT ANNUAL AWARDS BANQUET

PROGRAM

Social Hour 11:00 AM
Lunch 12:00 noon
Awards Begin 1:00 PM

Welcome Dawn Copping
Chair JD Committee

Guests Greg White
Chair BC Athletics
& Darren Willis
Director BC Athletics

Guest Speaker Tristan Smyth

Announcer of Awardees – Sabrina Nettey

Award Presentations: Youngest to Oldest

Closing Remarks

Hosted by the BC Athletics Junior Development Committee
2019 Junior Development Award Recipients

Females

2010
Madeleine Blesch  TBIR
Jaylah Dennis  COQC
Tianna Zabihi  KAML

2008
Victoria Hoffman  CRVC
Avy Kennedy  OATF
Sorell Lenz  CHWK
Talia Phangura  CITY
Leila Phelan  AVIC
Lily Stroda  UNBC
Aaysia Williams  UNBC

2007
Annette Blumel  CVAC
Charlotte Bosma  KJAK
Ava Cardey  VOCA
Ava Eichhorst  TBIR
Gurleen Mander  OATF
Jaedyn McLaughlin  COQC
Makenna Self  COQC

2006
Maiya Brunoro  LANG
Maella Hodgson  OATF
Annika Lundman  NTFC
Haley Martin  NTFC
Jasleen Nagra  TBIR
Lydia Paris  NTFC
Jaime Perrault  UNBC
Nicolette Van Der Hoven  GOLD

Males

2010
Prabdeep Brar  TBIR
Kai Carter  UNBC

2008
Isaiah Dacres  ARL
Miles Hayden  OATF
Ben Hewitt-Richards  COQC
Rudolf Kruger  CVAC
Makaio Mauer  OATF
Ryan Nickerson  KJAK
Szlard Puddiford  TBIR
Griffen Smith  OATF

2009
Maahi Marwaha  LANG
Taylor Peace  OACS
Oliver Sada  LANG
Acheleke Tateh  TBIR
Ben Vanderhorst  LANG

2007
Maclean Carlson  TBIR
Griffin Cole  TBIR
Iossif Georgilas  BBYS
Noah Louwerse  LANG
Lawrence Man  KJAK
Bernardo Sada  LANG
Jacob Vanderhorst  LANG

2006
Aidan Evans  GOLD
Arjan Gillan  OATF
Pishon Haughton  OACS
James Hodgson  OATF
Zachary Kennedy  KJAK
Monty Mair  KJAK
Caidyn Mauer  OATF
Connor Nicol  OATF
Brendan O’Brien  OATF
Justin Servos  CXVC
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